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the essential guide to shipping handmade soap - one of the scariest parts of opening a soap company tends to be the
huge task of shipping handmade soap and cosmetics but it doesn t need to be this way, free beginner s guide to
soapmaking common soap queen - one of the best parts of soapmaking is being able to customize your recipe down to
the very last ingredient there are an infinite number of oil fragrance color and technique combinations one of the most
important aspects of any recipe is the oils and butters you choose they affect, dealing with dreaded orange spots soap
queen - dreaded orange spots also known as dos is something many cold process soap makers have unfortunately
experienced dreaded orange spots are exactly what they sound like orange spots on your soap the most common cause of
dos is rancid oils but there are several factors that can contribute to, books soap making herbs aromatherapy cosmetics
- soapequipment com handles a complete line of soap making supplies and soapmaking products including soap cutters
soap molds bath bomb presses soap stamps soap drying trays oil heaters soap making systems and more for all of your
soapmaking needs
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